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THEODORE ANAGNOSTES’ ACCOUNT OF A BLASPHEMOUS 
PAINTER. CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN EARLY BYZANTINE 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS IMAGES OF CHRIST 
The image of the bearded and long-haired Christ was, finally acknowledged to be true to 
the prototype and, in consequence, became canonical for Byzantine art following the 
extinction of iconoclasm (843) – thus rather late, almost five hundred years after its 
appearance.1 Without going into the details of a complex and long-lasting process by which 
this view had been hammered out,2 it is enough to mention that the whole matter was 
caused by the invention of the so-called images ‘not made by [human] hands’ 
(¢ceiropo…htoi), i.e. the portraits of Christ, naturally with a beard and long hair, which 
were found in miraculous circumstances (the icon of Camuliana) or created as an imprint of 
His face (Mandylion). The oldest extant references to the existence and public cult of this 
kind of relics go back to the second half of the 6th century.3 It was also then that the 
iconographic formula discussed here, which had earlier been almost unique to the art of the 
Latin West, was beginning to spread in Byzantium.4 
This turning point in the history of Byzantine iconography of the God Incarnate is all 
the more conspicuous because before the second half of the 6th century images of the 
bearded and long-haired Christ had been painted or sculpted in Byzantium only 
sporadically and, in addition, openly, sometimes sharply criticized there. The criticism was 
in large measure based on the conviction, shared by all Early Christian writers, that there 
existed no reliable knowledge of what Christ really looked like.5 However, while in the 
West this did not entail the negation of such or other images of Him – St Augustine even 
                                                                                                                                                   
1 The beginnings of representing Christ with a beard and long hair are discussed among others by Sauer 
1924; Wessel 1963: 973–981; Kollwitz 1968: 359–363; Hinz 1973: 68–83; Skubiszewski 1994. 
2 This question has recently been analyzed in detail by Büchsel 2003. 
3 See Dobschütz 1899; Büchsel 2003: 60–67. 
4 Cf. Wessel 1963: 973–976. 
5 Cf. Sauer 1924: 303–305; Leclercq 1927: 2400–2403 Wessel 1963: 966–967; Hinz 1973: 25–38 
(Chapter 2: Wie hat Jesus ausgesehen); Jensen 2005: 134–139. Related texts are collected by Dobschütz 
1899: 105*–107* (Belege zu Kapitel II). 
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seems to have had some sympathy for experiments in this respect6 – the writers and 
thinkers of the Greek East castigated both the Christians wishing to have images of the 
Saviour and the artists who painted them.7 The former were warned by Eusebius of 
Caesarea against introducing “the pagan custom” (™qnik¾ sun»qeia) into 
Christianity,8 while Epiphanius of Salamis discredited the efforts made by the latter.9 
Apart from referring to the lack of knowledge of Christ’s features, Epiphanius pointed 
out gross logical inconsistencies in the artists’ works. One of them was the habit of 
representing the long-haired Christ surrounded by the cropped or balding apostles. In the 
Cypriot bishop’s opinion the painters doing this “according to their whim” (™x „d…aj 
aÙtîn ™nno…aj), stood in contradiction to the message of the Gospels. “If then – writes 
Epiphanius – the Saviour had long hair while His disciples were cropped, and so, by not 
being cropped, He was unlike them in appearance, for what reason did the Pharisees and 
scribes give a fee of thirty silver pieces to Judas that he might kiss Him and show them that 
He was the one they sought, when they might themselves or through others have known by 
the token of His hair Him whom they were seeking to find, and this without paying a 
fee?”10 
Even if Epiphanius saw and criticized only images of the youthful Christ (with long hair 
but without a beard), his remarks might equally well apply to those of the mature type (with 
a beard and long hair) which became widespread in the West, especially in Rome, in 
Epiphanius’ lifetime.11 In any case his remarks are a good point of reference for analysis of 
the direct criticism of the “Roman” formula, undertaken in the early 6th century by 
Theodore Anagnostes, a representative of the contemporary intellectual elite of 
Constantinople. It is worth adding that it was then that this formula was beginning to spread 
to the capital of the Eastern Empire.12 
In the Ecclesiastical History, finished about 520, whose content is known to us thanks 
to abridged copies, paraphrases, and quotations from the lost original edition,13 Theodore 
included a short story about an event which was said to have taken place in Constantinople 
several dozen years before. The 7th century Epitome of the above-mentioned work states 
that at the time of the Patriarch Gennadius (458–471) “[…] ¹ ceˆr toà zogr£fou 
™xhr£nqh toà ™n t£xei DiÕj tÕn swtÁra gr£yai tolm»santoj: Ön di' 
eÙcÁj „£sato Ð Genn£dioj” ([…] was withered the hand of a painter who dared to 
                                                                                                                                                   
6 In De Trinitate I.viii.4,7 St Augustine considers the fact that “ipsius Domini facies carnis 
innumerabilium cogitationum diuersitate uariatur et fingitur” as the effect of the natural inclination of the 
“natura humana” for creating an image of God. Latin text in Dobschütz 1899: 106* (Belege zu Kapitel II). 
7 Such a critical approach is characteristic of the writers between the 4th and 6th centuries, who 
definitely objected to any images. The texts concerning this question have recently been collected and 
provided with penetrating commentaries by Thümmel 1992. Cf. Grabar 1957: 27–66; Avenarius 2005: 22– 
–23; 29–36. 
8 Florovsky 1950; Thümmel 1992: 47–53. 
9 Maraval 1987; Thümmel 1992: 65–73. 
10 Epiphanius of Salamis, Letter to the Emperor Theodosius. Greek text in Thümmel 1992: 301; 
English translation: Mango 1986: 42. 
11 Sauer 1924: 303–305; Leclercq 1927: 2400–2403 Wessel 1963: 966–967. 
12 Cf. Wessel 1963: 973–975. 
13 See G.Ch. Hansen’s Introduction to Theodoros Anagnostes Kirchengeschichte, especially pp. ix–xi 
(date) and xix–xxxv (textual basis for reconstruction). 
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paint the Saviour in the likeness of Zeus. Gennadius healed him by means of a prayer).14 
According to the passage in the Third Oration on Images by John Damascene, which was 
most probably a direct quotation from the Ecclesiastical History, “™lšgeto æj ØpÕ 
“EllenÒj tinoj tÕ œrgon ™pitageˆj tÁj e„kÒnoj” (it was said that the commission 
of making the image was given [to him] by some pagans). The depiction of Christ in the 
likeness of Zeus was to induce Christians to the unconscious worship of the pagan god.15 
Let these details suffice for a while. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Christ Pantocrator, icon, encaustic, 
6th century, Sinai, the Monastery of Saint 
Catherine (after Weitzmann 1986) 
Fig. 2. Serapis, wing of a triptich, encaustic, 
3rd century, Malibou, John Paul Getty 
Museum  (after Weitzmann et alii 1987) 
                                                                                                                                                   
14 Theodoros Anagnostes Kirchengeschichte, 107 (Epitome 382); English translation: Mango 1986: 40. 
All later Greek and Latin citations from the Epitome are collected by Dobschütz 1899: 107*–108* (Belege 
zu Kapitel II). 
15 Theodoros Anagnostes Kirchengeschichte, 107–108 (Fragment 11); English translation (with 
changes) after Mango 1986: 40. 
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The phrase ™n t£xei DiÒj as well as the corresponding expression toioÚtw g¦r 
sc»mati `Ell»nwn pa‹dej tÕn D…a gr£fousi (which in John of Damascus follows 
the enumeration of the features making up this sc»ma), leave us in no doubt that the 
unfortunate painter depicted Christ in a manner similar to the rendition in the famous Sinaic 
icon (Fig. 1).16 It was exactly the physiognomical type of a mature man with a beard and 
long hair that predominated in Greek and Roman representations of Zeus (Jupiter) and other 
gods iconographically akin to him, such as Asclepius or Serapis (Fig. 2).17 Thus, the 
account in question, apart from its possible value as evidence in discussing the origins of 
Christ’s images of this kind,18 is an exceptionally valuable – because direct – basis for 
considerations of how such images were perceived by the elites of Early Byzantium. It is 
the more interesting as it links the earlier tradition in this respect with manifestations of 
a new attitude, unknown to Theodore’s predecessors, but adopted by his successors. 
The principal message of the above-compared passages falls into the category of 
continuation: there is no reason for the existence of images of the bearded, long-haired 
Christ, so they should be absolutely rejected. The only difference between this and 
Epiphanius’ standpoint – which indicates that the tradition going back to him was 
creatively continued by Theodore – lies in the character and weight of argumentation. What 
to the former was solely a lamentable mistake made by the artists poorly educated in 
theology and history, to the latter appeared as a blasphemous act prompted by treacherous 
pagans and posing a real threat to the faithful. In addition, while the Cypriot bishop 
confines himself to discrediting the pictorial formula itself as contradictory to the logic of 
the Gospels, the author of the Ecclesiastical History discerns and exposes its ideological 
background. 
A change, on the other hand, is visible firstly in the manner in which Theodore presents 
his extremely negative attitude towards the pictures showing the Saviour ™n t£xei DiÒj. 
Unlike Epiphanius, who speaks for himself and on his own responsibility, Theodore only 
reports a suitably chosen (fabricated?) event. The facts themselves – the circumstances and 
consequences of that event – weigh against the depictions of Christ with a beard and long 
hair, and not some theoretical arguments. Of course, the strategy of bringing the reader 
round to the author’s point of view (not necessarily, and even rarely expressed directly) by 
a suitable configuration of facts was imposed by the specificity of historiography itself. 
Nevertheless, from the standpoint of a student of the history of Byzantine discussion on the 
legitimacy of depicting the God Incarnate, the adoption of this strategy sets a significant 
precedent, the more important because regarding the facts of supernatural character. 
Theodore Anagnostes’ predecessors did not use such a means of persuasion at all. It was 
                                                                                                                                                   
16 Weitzmann 1986: 13–15, Pl. I. 
17 Weitzmann et alii 1987: ill. on p. 4. 
18 For obvious reasons Theodore’s text is referred to mainly by proponents of the theory of the Zeus 
origin of the image of the bearded Christ with long hair, like f.i. Holtzmann 1877; Dietrichson 1880: 90–
136; Hinz 1973: 68–77; Dinkler 1980; Jensen 2005: 131–170. Some researchers even hold that it 
documents the direct influence of the statue of the Olympian Zeus on Christian artists’ imagination. This 
masterpiece by Phidias, brought from Olympia to Constantinople in the early 5th century, was said to have 
remained in the Lausseion until 476, when the palace was burnt down together with the entire antique art 
collection accumulated in it. See especially Breckenridge 1959: 57–59; Mango, Vickers 1992: 95. 
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not until the 8th and 9th centuries that the architects of the Byzantine theology of the icon 
made the most of this means, cleverly 
interweaving their subtle theological 
argumentation with testimonies of the 
miracles which had accompanied the 
finding, creating, venerating or destroying 
of icons.19 It can therefore be said that 
Theodore paved the way for those who 
were to accept the bearded and long-haired 
type of Christ, so sharply criticized by him, 
and raise it to the rank of canon. 
Secondly, a truly revolutionary change 
in an attitude to the question of images of 
Christ, this time entirely independent of the 
specificity of any literary genre, is 
evidenced by the sentence closing the story 
of a painter-blasphemer in the Epitome of 
Theodore’s work. The reader, informed 
earlier of the crypto-pagan nature of images 
of the bearded Christ with long hair, learns 
from it that “tÕ ¥llo scÁma toà 
swtÁroj tÕ oâlon kaˆ ÑligÒtricon 
Øp£rcei tÕ ¢lhqšsteron” (the other 
form of Christ, viz. the one with short, 
frizzy hair, is more authentic).20 The 
depictions of Christ corresponding to this 
characteristics (Fig. 3)21 appeared from the 
5th to 7th centuries in the area between Syria 
and Egypt.22 Due to their provenance and conformity with the cultural realities of the Near 
East, they may indeed have been regarded as historically credible or at least more plausible 
than those showing Christ with a beard and long hair.23 
However, the revolutionary character of the passage discussed here does not lie in an 
attempt to promote an alternative to the discredited formula but in merely admitting the 
thought of the possibility of reaching or at least coming closer to the truth about the 
Saviour’s appearance. No Christian writer before Theodore had presented such 
a standpoint. Holding on to comparisons with Epiphanius, in this particular case we can 
                                                                                                                                                   
19 Cf. Avenarius 2005: 68–73, 90–93. 
20 Theodoros Anagnostes Kirchengeschichte, 107 (Epitome 382); English translation: Mango 1986: 40. 
21 Weitzmann 1986: 26–27, Pl. XI. 
22 Breckenridge 1959: 59–62; Wessel 1963: 982; Thièrry 1989. 
23 It is worth noting that in all probability for the same reasons almost two centuries later the 
physiognomical types of Christ discussed here clashed in artistic practice in pre-iconoclastic Byzantium: the 
bearded Pantocrator with long hair, appearing on Justinian II’s coins from the first period of his reign (685–
695), was superseded in the second period (705–711) by the bearded Pantocrator with short, frizzy hair. 
This issue is analyzed by, among others, Breckenridge 1959 and Thièrry 1989. 
Fig. 3. Christ Pantocrator, icon, encaustic, 
6th century, Sinai, the Monastery of Saint 
Catherine (after Weitzmann 1986) 
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speak not so much about a difference as about a real gulf between Theodore and his 
predecessors. The Cypriot bishop’s criticism stemmed from his definitely hostile attitude to 
any images, whereas Theodore evidently was not generally against them. He accepted 
images of Christ and obviously felt the need to have them. It was out of concern for their 
correctness that he objected to the “Zeus-like” type, the use of which he considered 
blasphemous. 
Summing up, the account of a blasphemous painter in Theodore’s Ecclesiastical History 
documents both the persistence of the negative attitude towards images of the bearded 
Christ with long hair, shared by the intellectual elites of Early Byzantium, and the first 
forerunners of the standpoint which – paradoxically – in the 8th and 9th centuries underlay 
the development of the doctrine of these images’ historical and theological veracity. 
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